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01 User Roles



1.1 Bloodstock Agents

1.1.0- All Bloodstock Agents must be registered on the UFFS 
platform through a one-time fee of $25 USD worth of SCO. 

1.1.1- Bloodstock Agents can not buy the rights to horses that are 
still racing.

 1.1.2- Bloodstock Agents can buy Sires & Dams as long as he or 
she has an open stall in their retirement stable, with their monthly 
stable fee paid up. (See 3.2.5) 

1.1.3- Bloodstock Agents can buy rights to foal and yearlings as long 
as the foal and yearling have a equibase.com horse profile.

1.1.4- Foal & yearlings rights may be held by a Bloodstock Agent 
until the horse turns two years of age. At this point, if the horse is 
nominated for sale by an owner, the horse will be added to the 
weekly auction.

1.1.5- Sires & Dams rights may be held by a Bloodstock Agent until 
an owner nominates them for the weekly sale. Unless the 
Bloodstock Agent owns the horse outright, in which he or she is 
paying stable fees to house the horse. (See. 3.2.5)

1.1.6- Bloodstock Agents CAN NOT earn any gameplay payouts 
from Foals, Yearlings, Sires or Dams. Unless he or she has a 
registered stable and all stable fees are paid up. In which case they 
can earn payouts from sires and dams only.

1.1.7-  Bloodstock Agents CAN NOT trade rights to horses.

1.1.7- Bloodstock Agents CAN NOT BE OWNERS.

Bloodstock agents are equine professionals who buy 
and sell thoroughbred horses on the UFFS platform in 
the hope of making a nice return on their investments. 

Bloodstock Agents



1.1   Bloodstock Agents



1.2 Owners

1.2.0- All Owners must have a valid UFFS Owners license.

1.2.1- Owners CAN NOT bid on Foals or Yearlings. 

1.2.2- Owners can buy horses from two years of age and up. 
Owners can also buy Dams and Sires.

1.2.3- Owners must have an OPEN stall in their stable for each new 
horse. If a stable is full, the owner must take on a new stable fee. 
(See all of Section 3.0.0)

1.2.4- Owners that are buying sires & dams must have a retirement 
stable in place before a purchase can be processed. (See. 3.2.5)

1.2.5- Owners can nominate their horses for sale at any time to be 
put into a claiming auction.  

1.2.6- Owners CAN NOT trade horses.

1.2.7- Owners CAN NOT be BLOODSTOCK AGENTS or 
JOCKEY MANAGERS.

Owners are equine owners who buy and house 
thoroughbred horses on the UFFS platform in the 
hopes of making a nice return on their investments. 

Owners
UFHR will welcome ONLY 30 owners for Year 1!



1.2   Owners



1.3  Equine Managers

1.3.0- All managers must have a valid license by registering on the 
UFFS platform, with a one-time fee of $25 USD worth of SCO.

1.3.1- Managers CAN NOT bid on foals,  yearlings, two year olds, 
sires or dams.

1.3.2-  Managers can ONLY purchase contracts to real life jockeys 
& trainers.

1.3.3-  Managers CAN NOT be Owners.

1.3.4-  Managers CAN NOT trade contracts.

Managers own the contracts for each real life jockey 
and trainer.

Jockey & Trainer Managers



1.3   Jockey Managers
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02 Auctions



2.1 Stable/Owners Auction

The initial Stable Owners Auction will be a 
three-day event — from Friday, June 24 at  
12 p.m. ET through Sunday, June 26.  
To enter the auction, the minimum bid is  
$500 USD, with minimum increments  
of $50 USD. Starting Sunday at 4 p.m. ET,  
a “Two-Minute Warning” countdown will begin. 
Any bid within the final two minutes will reset 
the auction clock back to two minutes. The 
auction ends once there are no bids for a full 
two minutes. 
Once the auction closes, the top 30 bids are 
the new UFHR stable owners. The winning 
bids will be paid in the USD equivalent of 
SCORE Coin (SCO). 
 

STABLE/OWNERS AUCTION



2.1   Stable/Owners Auction

Owners will be bidding for the top position, 
bid positions 1 to 10 will be awarded 
professional stables. 
Positions 11 to 20 will be awarded 
traditional stables. 
Positions 21 to 30 will be awarded 
residential stables. 
(see Stable Types 3.3)

THE DRAFT!!

-There will also be a 4 round linear draft 
for the 30 stable owners. Owner can draft 2 
two-year olds and 2 sires or dams.



2.2 Nominations

2.1.0- Nomination day will be held on Tuesdays of each week.

2.1.1- Nomination day will last from 1 a.m. CT to 12 p.m. CT.

2.1.2- Foal and Yearling nominations can be made by  
Bloodstock Agents ONLY. 

2.1.3- Sir and Dam nominations can be made by Owners and 
Bloodstock Agents ONLY.

2.1.4- Jockey and Trainer contract nominations can be made by 
Managers ONLY.

2.1.5- When nominating a horse or jockey contract for auction, you 
MUST FILL OUT THE NOMINATION FORM and submit 
it before 12 p.m. CT on nomination day. 

2.1.6- Once all nominations are made, each nomination 
will receive a nomination number and the Sale Book will 
be posted to Telegram. 

2.1.7- Sale Books will be posted every Friday before 
the Saturday sale.

The Nomination process will take place every Tuesday. 
The nomination period will be open for the full 24 hours. 
All nominations will be added to the weekly sale on the 
following Saturday and Sunday, if needed.

Nomination



2.2   Nominations

ADD NOMINATION FORM HERE



2.3 Auction Process

2.2.0- Auctions will be held each Saturday, depending on the 
number of nominations made. If there are no nominations, then 
there is no auction.

2.2.1- Auctions will start at 2 p.m. CT.

2.2.2- Each auction will have a minimum bid. Each item will be 
auctioned for 2 minutes, with 30-second extensions for any bids in 
the final 30 seconds. Once the clock hits zero, the highest bid will be 
the winner.

2.2.3- Once the auction has been won, the winner can pick from 
any of the nomination numbers from the Sale Book. (As long as the 
winner’s role is allowed to take on rights, contract or horse.)

2.2.4- All auctions will be held on the UFF Sports platform.

2.2.5- All owners and bloodstock agents must have an open stall in 
their stable or retirement stable for each new horse, before a 
transaction can be processed.

2.2.6- If an owner can not provide an open stall for the horse he or 
she won in auction, the horse will be sold to the next highest bidder.

2.2.7- Once an auction is won, the user must have the necessary 
amount of SCO in their UFFS wallet. 

2.2.8- If a user can not make payment at the end of the auction, the 
auction item will go to the next highest bidder.

UFHR Auctions will be held on Saturdays starting at 2 p.m. CT and 
ending at 9 p.m. CT, depending on the number of nominations. If a 
large amount of nominations are made, the weekly sales can be 
extended into Sunday as well.

AUCTION PROCESS



2.3  Auction Process

This is just an example and not the actual nomination page from the UFFS platform.

(It is up to the user to make sure that the correct equibase.com link is provided!)

http://equibase.com


2.4 Auction Sale Breakdown

2.4.0- Auctions can be a First Time Sale or a Resale.

2.4.1- 80% of first time sales will go to league development. 

2.4.2-10% of first time sales will go to UFHR yearly payout pool.

2.4.3-10% of first time sales will go to the owner of the sire of the 
horse being sold. (If there is no owner of the sire, the sire fee will 
also go to the UFHR payout pool.)

2.4.4- 5% of resales will go to league development.

2.4.5- 5% of resales will go to the UFHR yearly payout pool.

2.4.6- 80% of resales will go to the Bloodstock Agent that held the 
rights to the horse being sold.

2.2.7- 10% of resales will go to the owner of the sire of the horse 
being sold. (If there is no owner of the sire, the sire fee will also go 
to the UFHR payout pool.)

Auction Sale Breakdown will detail how all the SCO is 
distributed from each sale.

Auction Sale Breakdown



2.4  Auction Sale Breakdown
First Time Sale Resale
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3.1  Standard Stables

3.1.0- All standard stables are used for horses two years old and up 
that are still racing and earning.

3.1.1- If a horse retires, the owner must make the league aware and 
have the horse moved to the owners’ retirement stable. If an owner 
chooses to release the horse, the horse must first go through a 
claiming auction before it can be released to the UFHR horse pool.

3.1.2- Standard Stables breakdown (see 3.3.0 Stable types)

3.1.3- If an owner has all 5 stalls filled and is trying to bring in a 
sixth horse, that owner will have to take on another stable or make 
room by selling or releasing horses.

3.1.4- Standard Stable Fee will cost $5.99 USD per month, and each 
additional stable an owner takes on is an additional Standard Stable 
Fee per month. For example, if you own a Residential Stable with  
5 stalls and would like more stalls, you would have to take on 
another $5.99 stable fee, and now that you are paying $11.98 USD 
per month, you will get twice as many stalls as well (10 total stalls).

3.1.5- 90% of Standard Stable Fees go to UFHR yearly payout pool.

3.1.6- 10% of Standard Stable Fees go to league development.

Standard stables are for horses that are still racing and 
have not retired yet.

STANDARD STABLES 



3.1  Standard Stables



3.2  Retirement Stables

3.2.0- All retirement stables are for owners and bloodstock agents 
to house their dams and sires.

3.2.1- In order for an owner or bloodstock agent to profit off a horse, 
the horse must be in their stable at least 24 hours before a profit is 
earned. 

3.2.2- Owner’s Retirement Stables will always have the same 
amount of stalls as the owner’s standard stables. For example, if an 
owner has a professional standard stable with 15 stalls, when that 
owner takes on a retirement stable, it will also have 15 stalls.

3.2.3- Bloodstock Agent’s Retirement Stables will only be allowed 
to hold 5 stalls.

3.2.4- If an owner or bloodstock agent has all 8 stalls filled and is 
trying to bring in a ninth horse, that owner will have to take on 
another retirement stable or make room by selling or releasing 
horses.

3.2.5- Retirement Stable Fee will cost $3.99 USD per month, and 
each additional stable an owner or bloodstock agent takes on is also 
an additional Retirement Stable Fee per month.

3.2.6- 90% of Retirement Stable Fees go to UFHR yearly payout 
pool.

3.2.6- 10% of Retirement Stable Fees go to league development.

Retirement Stables are for horses that are no longer 
racing and have value outside of racing.

RETIREMENT STABLES 



3.2  Retirement Stables



3.3  Stable Types

3.3.0- Professional Stable will have 15 standard stalls. They can also 
have 15 retirement stalls if the owner desires.

3.3.1- Traditional Stable will have 10 standard stalls. They can also 
have 10 retirement stalls if the owner desires.

3.3.2- Residential Stable will have 5 standard stalls. They can also 
have 5 retirement stalls if the owner desires.

3.3.3- Residential Stable will also be the only stable available to 
Bloodstock Agents to keep Sires & Mares.

3.3.4- In order for stables to have retirement stalls, owners must be 
willing to take on the Retirement Stable monthly fee. (see 3.2.5)

3.3.5- All stables but the Professional Stables are able to be 
upgraded on Jan. 15th of each year. (Cost to be determined.)

There are three types of stables in UFHR:  
Professional, Traditional, and Residential

Stable Types
Professional Stable Traditional Stable

Residential Stable



3.3  Stable Types
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4.1  League Play

4.1.0- Triple Crown League Play

4.1.1- Triple crown league play will follow all races on The Road To The  
Kentucky Derby. (Race List Link Here) 

4.1.2- In order for a stable to gain points from a race, the stable must  
ALREADY OWN the horse that earned points from a race.

4.1.3- If an owner buys a horse that has already earned points, no past points will 
be credited to the new owner’s stable. Points can only be earned when the horse 
is in the owner’s stable before the points are earned. Points do not transfer in 
owner to owner sales.  When a horse is sold to another owner, all past points 
earned will stay with the selling owner.

4.1.4- Owners must have a valid UFHR owners license and nominate their 
horse to be eligible for Triple Crown and Triple Tiara payout pools. (Nomination 
Breakdown) 

4.1.5- For UFHR, early nomination will be $100 USD per horse, with the  
late nomination being $600 USD per horse.

4.1.6- 90% of all nominations go to the Triple Crown payout pool.

4.1.7- 10% of all nominations go to league development.

4.1.8- Triple Crown points will follow the Triple Crown points breakdown. (See 
Page 30)

4.1.9- The top 5 stables with the highest point totals for the entire Triple Crown 
and Triple Tiara season will get a percentage of the Triple Crown and Triple Tiara 
payout pools. (See 5.1.0)

Here is how the gameplay will work within UFHR:

UFHR League Play

https://www.kentuckyderby.com/horses/prep-races
https://www.kentuckyderby.com/uploads/wysiwyg/assets/uploads/Nominations__Triple_Crown__2021_.pdf
https://www.kentuckyderby.com/uploads/wysiwyg/assets/uploads/Nominations__Triple_Crown__2021_.pdf


4.2  League Play

4.2.0- Triple Tiara League Play

4.2.1- Triple Tiara league play will follow all races on The 
Road To The Kentucky Oaks. (Race List Link Here) 

4.1.2- In order for a stable to gain points from a race, the 
stable must ALREADY OWN the horse that earned points 
from a race.

4.1.3- If an owner buys a horse that has already earned 
points, no past points will be credited to the new owner’s 
stable. Points can only be earned when the horse is in the 
owner’s stable before the points are earned. Points do not 
transfer in owner to owner sales. When a horse is sold to 
another owner, all past points earned will stay with the 
selling owner.

4.1.4- Owners must have a valid UFHR owners 
license and nominate their horse to be eligible for the 
Triple Crown and Triple Tiara payout pools. (Nomination 
Breakdown) 

4.1.5- Early nomination will be $100 USD per horse.  
Late nomination will be $600 USD per horse.

4.1.6- 90% of all nominations go to the Triple Tiara  
payout pool.

4.1.7- 10% of all nominations go to league development.

4.1.8- Triple Crown and Triple Tiara points breakdown. 
(See chart on the right)

4.1.9- The top 5 stables with the highest point totals for 
the entire Triple Crown and Triple Tiara season will get a 
percentage of the Triple Crown and Triple Tiara payout 
pools. (See 5.1.0)

Triple Crown and Triple Tiara Points 

https://www.kentuckyderby.com/horses/oaks/prep-races
https://www.kentuckyderby.com/uploads/wysiwyg/assets/uploads/Nominations__Triple_Crown__2021_.pdf
https://www.kentuckyderby.com/uploads/wysiwyg/assets/uploads/Nominations__Triple_Crown__2021_.pdf


4.3  League Play

4.3.0- Yearly gameplay will run from January 1st to December 31st 
every year.

4.3.1- Yearly gameplay will award the top money earning horses, 
jockeys, trainers, and sires for the year.

4.3.2-  Yearly Gameplay will be paid from the yearly payout pool. 
(See 5.3.0 for more info)

Yearly Gameplay will run from January 1st to 
December 31st every year for North America Only.

Yearly Gameplay 



4.3  League Play



4.4  Future Gameplay Timeline

4.4.0- In the years to come, UFHR hopes to add races from all over 
the world:

-Pegasus World Cup 

Pegasus World Cup early nomination period will start on the second 
Saturday in June each year and will run until the fourth Saturday in 
September.  Any nominations after that will be late nominations, the 
late nomination period will end the day before the big race. Payouts 
will follow the Triple Crown and Triple Tiara payouts.

-DUBAI WORLD CUP

Dubai World Cup early nomination period will start on the first 
Saturday in August each year and will run until the second Saturday 
in December.  Any nominations after that will be late nominations, 
the late nomination period will end the day before the big race. 
Payouts will follow the Triple Crown and Triple Tiara payouts.

-Breeders Cup Classic

Breeders Cup Classic early nomination period will start on the third 
Saturday in March each year and will run until the fourth Saturday in 
June.  Any nominations after that will be late nominations, the late 
nomination period will end the day before the big race. Payouts will 
follow the Triple Crown and Triple Tiara payouts.

UFHR is already looking to the future with the 
following expansion plans in the works:

Future Gameplay Timeline



4.4  Future Gameplay Timeline
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5.1  Triple Crown and Triple Tiara Payouts

5.1.0- Each owner will pay 5% of any winnings to the manager  
who holds his horse’s trainer contract.

5.1.2- Each owner will pay 10% of any winnings to the owner  
who owns the Dam of their winning horse.

5.1.3- Each owner will pay 5% of any winnings to the manager  
who holds the jockey contract for the jockey that rode the  
owner’s horse.

Payouts will go to the top 5 finishers in both the  
Triple Crown and the Triple Tiara.

Triple Crown and Triple Tiara Payouts



5.1  Triple Crown and Triple Tiara Payouts



5.2  Yearly Gameplay Payouts and Percentages  

5.2.0- 75% of the yearly pot will go to the top 20 earning horses 
and will be paid to the owners of these horses.

5.2.1- 10% of the yearly pot will be paid to the owners of the dams 
for each of the top 20 earning horses.

5.2.2- 5% of the yearly pot will go to the top 20 managers who have 
the contracts for the top 20 earning jockeys.

5.2.3- 5% of the yearly pot will go to the top 20 managers who have 
the contracts for the top 20 earning trainers.

5.2.4- 5% of the yearly pot will go to the top 20 managers who have 
the contracts for the top 20 earning sires.

(See % Breakdowns on Page 39)

Yearly Gameplay Payouts & Percentages  



5.2  Yearly Gameplay Payouts and Percentages

75% to the horse
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